
Chapter 1ON THE USE OF HYBRID VERTICALCOORDINATES IN OCEANCIRCULATION MODELINGRainer BlekLos Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexio, USAblek�lanl.govAbstrat The rationale for building hybrid-oordinate oean irulation mod-els is disussed in the ontext of various approahes presently taken toimprove mathematial and physial aspets of oean models. Designhoies made in formulating the vertial grid generator, the ore om-ponent of hybrid models, are laid out. A new experimental approahtoward minimizing numerial errors and inonsistenies during simulta-neous advetion of temperature, salinity and density is presented.1. IntrodutionMotion systems interating in the oean range in size from entime-ters to planetary, a spread of 9 orders of magnitude. Oean irulationmodeling therefore is a textbook example of a multisale problem. Sineeven our fastest omputers annot spatially resolve the earth's surfaeby more than a few thousand grid points in eah diretion, only aboutone-third of those 9 orders of magnitude an be expliitly resolved instate-of-the-art oean models, meaning that the other two-thirds arerelegated to the \subgrid" sale. Hene, a perpetual hallenge to oeanmodeling is the need to parameterize the interation of physial proessesaross the threshold between resolved and unresolved sales of motion.This need will be with us until omputers beome (106)3 = 1018 timesfaster than they are today { i.e., pratially forever.



2 The ability of today's oean models to orretly simulate essentialaspets of the global irulation has led to a proliferation of appliationswhere the models are used outside their \design range" and thereforegenerate results that do not always live up to the expetations of thevarious user ommunities. Oean models learly need to be developedfurther to satisfy those ommunities.There are essentially three ways in whih oean models an be im-proved. One an1 inrease grid resolution;2 improve model physis;3 improve model numeris.Inreasing grid resolution (item 1), in theory, allows a numerially ob-tained solution to approah that of the underlying di�erential equation.However, given the huge spetral range of unresolved proesses in theoean, trunation errors ontinue to ast their shadow even over whatwe all \high-resolution" models.E�orts in model physis improvement (item 2) in most ases boil downto improvements in the parameterization of spatially unresolved pro-esses. This is a never-ending proess: parameterization shemes tendto be sensitive to where the transition between resolved and unresolvedsales ours and therefore must evolve in lokstep with re�nements inmesh size.Improved numeris (item 3) is a non-exlusive alternative to highergrid resolution; both approahes lower the trunation error in the �nitedi�erene equations that onstitute the oean model.Model numeris an be improved in several ways. One approah isto swith to higher-order �nite di�erene approximation (\order" hererefers to the power of the spatial or temporal mesh size in trunationerror expressions; the higher the power, the faster the error goes to zerowith inreased grid resolution). Another approah is to revive tehniquesdeveloped in pre-omputer days when a problem beame solvable onlyby transforming the equations into a oordinate system that exploitedsome symmetry or onservation laws inherent in the underlying physis.The geophysial uid dynamis ommunity is doing some of this alreadyby formulating its equations in a oordinate system whose z axis pointsin the diretion of gravity rather than, say, the enter of our galaxy. Butthe onept of manipulating the equations to make them easier to solveor improve the auray of the solutions an be extended muh further.The reent proliferation of unonventional vertial oordinates in geo-physial modeling should be viewed as one partiular attempt to improve



Hybrid Coordinates 3oean model numeris along the lines of item 3 above. Repeating thephrase just used, the new oordinates urrently being experimented withseek to exploit \some symmetry or onservation laws inherent in the un-derlying physis" with the goal of improving the auray of the numer-ial solution. Foremost among those onservation laws is the one statingthat adiabati motion follows surfaes of onstant entropy or its proxy,potential density. Thus, if one uses potential density as vertial oordi-nate, adiabati ow that is 3-dimensional in Cartesian spae is rendered2-dimensional in potential density spae. This makes it partiularly easyto satisfy adiabati onstraints while modeling lateral transport of tra-ers, inluding temperature and salinity.The above advantage atually holds for resolved as well as a wide rangeof unresolved sales of motion. Lateral stirring proesses in the oeanare known to mix properties predominantly along isentropi surfaes.Hene, a model based on potential density (whih in this partiularase must be loally referened) should be able to simulate the e�etsof subgridsale stirring, typially parameterized as an eddy di�usionproess, more aurately than a model in whih lateral isentropi stirringmust be projeted onto the Cartesian x; y; z axes.The prinipal design element of isopyni (potential density) oordi-nate models, in relation to onventional Cartesian oordinate models, isthat depth (alias layer thikness) and potential density trade plaes asdependent and independent variables. This swith does not a�et thenumber of prognosti equations, nor does it alter the familiar mix ofwave modes and proesses by whih information is transmitted in theoean. This is to say that both model types solve the same physialproblem. However, sine the two models are based on di�erent sets ofdi�erential equations, their numerial properties should be expeted tobe very di�erent as well.Wind-fored proess models framed in isopyni oordinates havebeen in use sine the 1960s (e.g., Welander, 1966; Holland and Lin,1975a,b; Blek and Boudra, 1981). With the addition of thermohalineforing (Blek et al., 1992; Oberhuber, 1993; Hu, 1997; Sun and Blek,2001; Cheng et al., 2004), these models have beome suÆiently om-prehensive to be useful in studying the oeani general irulation.The fous in this artile is on one partiular extension of the isopy-ni oordinate onept that addresses ertain shortomings of potentialdensity as vertial oordinate. These shortomings areoordinate surfaes interseting the sea surfae (the outroppingproblem);lak of vertial resolution in unstrati�ed water olumns.



4Note that these are two sides of the same oin. In a global model,most density surfaes required to span the top-to-bottom density rangein the subtropis are out of plae in the relatively unstrati�ed high-latitude waters and hene must exit the domain somewhere between thesubtropis and the subpolar latitude bands.The hybridized depth-isopyni oordinate (Blek, 2002) developedfor the isopyni model MICOM (Blek et al., 1992) alleviates bothshortomings just mentioned. It does so by not allowing oordinatelayers to outrop, but rather foring layers that are isopyni in haraterat low latitudes to turn into �xed-depth layers at high latitudes. Stateddi�erently, a oordinate layer assoiated with a hosen \target" isopynaladheres to the depth of that isopynal as long as the latter exists in agiven water olumn. Near the outrop latitude of the target isopynal,the oordinate layer turns horizontal and beomes a �xed-depth layer.(The term �xed-depth here overs both onstant-depth and bottom-following layer on�gurations.)The approah just outlined reates �xed-depth oordinate layers atthe same rate at whih the model loses isopyni layers between theequator and the poles. The new �xed-depth layers provide vertial res-olution in unstrati�ed high-latitude regions and on oastal shelves, al-lowing the hybrid oordinate model to simulate turbulent mixing andbuoyant onvetion in a manner similar to z and � oordinate models.The term \hybrid vertial oordinate" has more than one meaning.Often it refers to on�gurations (e.g., Blek 1978) where the model do-main is divided into a stak of subdomains, eah �lled with oordinatesurfaes de�ned independently of those in other subdomains. A simpleexample is the ombination, popular in weather predition models, ofterrain-following oordinate surfaes in the lower atmosphere and iso-bari surfaes in the upper atmosphere.Our present hybrid sheme, whih dates bak to Blek and Boudra(1981), does not rely on rigidly de�ned subdomains. Instead, it per-mits temporal and lateral transitions between di�erent oordinate types{ terrain-following, onstant-depth, isopynal { based on loal ondi-tions suh as layer thikness and vertial density ontrast. The shemehas muh in ommon with the ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian)tehnique of Hirt et al. (1974) but adds one important element to thatsheme, namely, a mehanism for keeping oordinate layers aligned with,or for nudging them toward, their designated target isopynals whereverpossible. The original ALE sheme only onerns itself with maintain-ing a �nite separation between adjaent oordinate surfaes. While theexibility of oordinate plaement in ALE-type shemes is disonertingto some users beause grid point loation in physial spae annot be



Hybrid Coordinates 5expressed in terms of a simple analyti formula, the exibility inher-ent in the ALE onept allows it to maximize the size of the isopynisubdomain in the model. This is a major advantage.2. The Grid GeneratorAt the ore of ALE-type hybrid models is a utility alled the verti-al grid generator. Most e�orts to produe a robust hybrid model aredireted at re�ning and \shokproo�ng" this unique utility. A thor-ough disussion of the grid generator used in HYCOM is therefore inorder. For the onveniene of the reader, some details already presentedin Blek (2002) will be repeated here, but emphasis will be on reentimprovements.Models like HYCOM belong to the so-alled layer model lass where,as mentioned earlier in the ontext of isopyni-oordinate models, thedepth z of oordinate surfaes is treated as a dependent variable.1 Hav-ing lost z as independent variable, layer models need a new independentvariable apable of representing the 3rd (vertial) model dimension. Thisvariable is traditionally alled \s".With the number of unknowns inreased by one (namely, layer inter-fae depth), the model needs one additional diagnosti equation. Thelogial hoie is an equation linking s to the other model variables. Inpurely isopyni oordinate models, s is equated with potential density.In ALE-type hybrid oean models, s beomes a \target" potential den-sity value assigned to eah oordinate layer. The grid generator's task isto move the oordinate layer toward the depth where the target densityis observed to our. One a layer is aligned with its target isopynal, itbeomes a material layer whose subsequent evolution is no longer gov-erned by the grid generator until interior mixing or surfae thermohalineforing ause the density to drift away from its target value.If the target density lies outside the density range in the water ol-umn, the layer set in motion by the grid generator will enounter thesea surfae or sea oor before �nding its target density, depending onwhether the target density lies below or above the density range foundin the olumn. Instead of rendering layers whose target density does notexist dynamially invisible by deating them, the grid generator is de-signed to impose a minimum layer thikness. This onstraint also a�ets1MICOM and HYCOM atually express layer depth in terms of pressure p, the weight perunit area of the water olumn. Replaing z by p simpli�es matters if the vertial modeldimension is expressed in terms of a thermodynami variable. This also means that theBoussinesq approximation is not needed in these models.



6layers whih during their vertial migration impinge on layers alreadyonverted to �xed-depth layers.In summary, grid generation in HYCOM is a two-step proess. In step1, interfaes are set in motion to restore the target density in individuallayers. In step 2, this migration is heked for ompatibility with animposed minimum thikness onstraint. Step 2 overrides step 1.The details of the minimum thikness onstraint are essentially themodel designer's hoie. For example, during HYCOM development thedeision was made to impose nonzero-thikness onstraints only at thesurfae but allow layers at the bottom to beome massless. This is donefor a good reason. Steeply inlined oordinate layers, like those follow-ing the bathymetry, are prone to errors in the horizontal pressure forealulation. In a layer ontaining no mass, suh errors are dynamiallyinonsequential.Compliations arising from the grid generator's ad-ho strategy forvertial grid point plaement are minimal. This an be demonstrated asfollows (Blek, 1978). Reall that material vertial motion in hydrostatimodels is inferred frommass ontinuity | spei�ally, from the vertiallyintegrated horizontal mass ux divergene. The material vertial motionso diagnosed is then deomposed into motion of the oordinate surfaeand motion relative to the oordinate surfae:0BB� vertial motionofs surfae 1CCA+0BB� vertial motionthroughs surfae 1CCA = 0BB� vertially integratedhorizontal mass uxdivergene 1CCA(1.1)After diagnosing the right-hand side of (1.1) at a given time step,the hydrostati model needs one additional ondition to distribute thisquantity among the two terms on the left. In a material oordinate sys-tem, for example, the seond term on the left is zero by de�nition; hene,the vertially integrated mass ux divergene yields the rate at whiha oordinate surfae moves up or down in spae. The other extreme isthe spatially �xed grid where, by de�nition, the �rst term on the left iszero; the vertially integrated mass ux divergene in that ase yieldsthe vertial veloity.The point of this disussion is that ompromise solutions between thetwo extremes just mentioned an easily be aomodated in a model ona grid-point-by-grid-point and time-step-by-time-step basis. Whateververtial motion the grid generator presribes for a given grid point duringa given model time step is simply used in (1.1) in onjuntion with thevertially integrated mass ux divergene to ompute the appropriate
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Figure 1.1. Shemati illustrating numerial dispersion in a water olumn subjeted togravity wave-indued osillatory vertial motion. Shown is a stak of three grid ells. Theinitial state, T=0, is hosen to oinide with the wave trough, at whih time the middleell is assumed to be �lled with a traer of onentration 100. The approahing wave restauses water to be adveted upward by a distane hosen in this example to orrespond toone-�fth of the vertial ell size (T=1). In level models (a), the lok is stopped momentarilyto allow the traer to be reapportioned (\rezoned") among the original grid ells. The nextwave trough auses the water olumn to return to its original position (T=2). After renewedrezoning, traer onentration in the middle ell has fallen to 68, the remainder having seepedinto ells above and below. In layer models (b), the periodi rezoning steps are skipped, sotraer onentration remains una�eted by the wave motion.generalized vertial veloity ds=dt � _s. (By de�nition, _s is the rate atwhih a uid element moves up or down in s spae. To avoid dimensionalambiguities reated by the lak of a physial de�nition of s, the quantityatually diagnosed is the interlayer mass ux _s�p=�s whih is alwaysin units of pressure per time.) The latter forms the basis for vertiallyadveting all prognosti variables in the model grid. The simpliity ofthe mehanism expressed by (1.1) is one of the fators that make ALE-type hybrid modeling attrative.Many ideas have been put forth on how the minimum thikness on-straint in ALE oean models should be formulated. One option is to salethe vertial spaing of nonisopyni oordinate surfaes by the depth ofthe turbulent surfae mixed layer, thereby ensuring that oordinate sur-faes exist throughout the mixed layer for evaluating turbulent exhange



8proesses. This onept is attrative at �rst sight but has shortomingsif the mixed layer depth hanges rapidly, as typially happens duringtransitions from surfae ooling to warming. Not only do utuations invertial grid spaing spawn utuations in the magnitude of the truna-tion error in the �nite di�erene equations, but the large _s values in (1.1)resulting from rapid oordinate movement are likely to unduly dispersewater mass properties in the vertial. These e�ets are of partiularonern if the mixed layer depth responds, as it does in nature, to the24-hr yle in solar radiation.If suppression of exessive vertial migration of oordinate surfaesduring the daily or annual heating-ooling yle is deemed important,the optimal strategy is to \park" oordinate layers near the surfae atthose times (night or winter, respetively) when their target density doesnot exist. When surfae warming makes the target density reappear, itwill reappear at the sea surfae. A oordinate layer lying in waiting nearthe surfae an reattah itself to the target density with minimal vertialdisplaement. Reattahment will also take plae sooner if intervening�xed-depth layers, assoiated with lighter target densities yet to appear,are kept as thin as possible.False numerial dispersion of water mass properties aused by truna-tion errors in the �nite-di�erene advetion operators is a major onernin oean modeling. The problem is partiularly aute in the z diretionwhere undulating vertial veloities assoiated with gravity wave trainsan have a notieable dispersive e�et; in fat, elimination of vertialdispersion by gravity waves is often mentioned as one of the points infavor of using a material oordinate system. The dispersive e�et ofgravity waves is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.While HYCOM's oordinate surfaes are for the most part materialand thus remain una�eted by the dispersion problem just mentioned,the enforement of minimum layer thikness onstraints in the upperpart of the oean does open the door to vertial dispersion. This is ofpartiular onern if the vertial regridding proess displaes oordinatesurfaes over large distanes, beause a large �rst term in (1.1) is likelyto produe an _s term of similar magnitude. Dispersion in this ase likelywill be larger than in a �xed-grid model whose _s is given by the right-hand side of (1.1) and thus is bounded by dynami onstraints.In HYCOM's original grid generator (see Blek, 2002), the vertial\remapping" of prognosti variables following the \regridding" by thegrid generator is formulated as a donor ell proess: the amount of a vari-able X transferred from one grid ell to the next due to interfae move-ment is omputed under the assumption that property X is distributeduniformly within eah grid ell. The donor ell sheme is known to be
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Figure 1.2. Sample vertial setion through HYCOM solution extending south from Mon-tevideo into the eddy-rih Brazil and Malvinas Current onuene region. Heavy lines: Layerinterfaes. Shaded ontours: potential density anomaly (�2 , kgm�3). Tik marks along topand bottom indiate horizontal grid resolution [0:225Æ � os(lat:), approx. 15 km℄. Vertialsale: 1000m. Crowded isopynals on ontinental shelf (upper left orner) are due to Rio dela Plata inow.quite di�usive (as illustrated, for example, in Fig. 1.1), and upper-oeanvertial dispersion in HYCOM therefore has been a persistent onern.In the presently supported HYCOM version, the donor ell sheme hasbeen replaed by the more aurate and less di�usive Pieewise LinearMethod (PLM).An illustration of how hybrid oordinates work in pratie is given inFig. 1.2.3. Mutually onsistent T/S/� advetionHYCOM development is by no means omplete. One problem stillawaiting a satisfatory solution is reated by the fat that sea water po-tential density � is a funtion of two independent and equally inuentialtraers, potential temperature T and salinity S. Adveting both T and Sin an isopyni layer is at best redundant and, at worst, a soure of \o-ordinate drift" { inonsistenies between T; S-implied potential densityand the presribed oordinate value. Sine HYCOM's oordinate lay-ers for the most part are isopyni, HYCOM has inherited this problemfrom its predeessor MICOM.



10Early versions of MICOM (Blek et al., 1992) addressed this issue byinvoking a \oordinate maintenane" algorithm whih was also part ofOberhuber's (1993) isopyni model. The strategy adopted in subse-quent MICOM versions was to alleviate both the redundany and theonsisteny problem by adveting only one variable, S, and diagnose Tfrom S and the oordinate value �. (This strategy learly works onlyin isopyni layers. MICOM's nonisopyni slab mixed layer requires aseond prognosti thermodynami traer aside from S.)The pitfalls of diagnosing T from S and � are obvious and haveprompted some MICOM users working on polar oean irulation prob-lems to swith from S to T as prognosti variable (e.g., Holland andJenkins, 2001). Treating T as a diagnosti variable not subjet to an ex-pliitly enfored onservation law is also problemati in limate modelsused for prediting seular temperature hanges in the oean-atmospheresystem. But the alternative, adveting T and diagnosing S everywherein a global model, has its own drawbaks beause of the strong orrela-tion between � and T in the strati�ed low- to mid-latitude upper oeanwhih makes salinity a relatively poorly onstrained diagnosti variablethere.Dispensing of a onservation equation for S may also be more detri-mental to dynami stability than dispensing of one for T beause of thesomewhat stronger ontrol exerted by the atmosphere on the oeani T�eld. This is to say that spurious salinity transients are harder to ontrolin a model (in the absene of arti�ial restoring boundary onditions,that is) beause of the lak of a natural restoring proess on salinityakin to thermal relaxation. Given that salinity is more likely to at dy-namially as a \loose annon", one an argue that, globally speaking, Sonservation is more important than T onservation in situations wherea hoie must be made between the two.Sine there is no guarantee that � is spatially uniform in any givenHYCOM oordinate layer, HYCOM must everywhere arry two prog-nosti thermodynami traers. The strategy adopted in the produtionversion is to treat both T and S as prognosti variables and delegate theoordinate maintenane task to the grid generator. Unfortunately, thishoie is not optimal in all respets.The real oean has a tendeny toward \density ompensation", mean-ing that T; S �elds evolve in a manner whih minimizes the dynami ef-fets of T; S ontrasts on the buoyany �eld. This is to say that salinityfronts are often aompanied by ompensating temperature fronts. Themain problem with adveting T; S in a numerial model (any model, notjust HYCOM) is that numerial shortomings of the transport algorithman and will destroy the spatial oherene of T; S fronts. In HYCOM,



Hybrid Coordinates 11this will lead to loalized � anomalies whih the grid generator, in anattempt to restore target density, will onvert into undulations in thelayer thikness �eld. This adjustment in turn auses additional vertialdispersion.It is for this reason that experiments ontinue in whih T; S are re-plaed as prognosti variables in HYCOM by pairs of thermodynamitraers whih are more likely to maintain the oherene of T; S frontsduring advetion. In MICOM's isopyni interior, this is presently ahie-ved by adveting only one variable, S or T , and diagnosing the otherone knowing �. The most straightforward generalization of this oneptto the HYCOM ase is to advet, as is done in MICOM's slab mixedlayer, either the pair �; S or the pair �; T . An alternative approah,whih addresses the pitfalls of diagnosing either T from S or S from T ,is disussed below.SpiinessBeause the density of near-freezing sea water is mainly a funtionof salinity, diagnosing T from � and S is an ill-posed problem in polaroeans { in the sense that small hanges in S or � an bring aboutlarge hanges in the diagnosed value of T . If adveting � in HYCOM isdeemed important for maintaining the spatial oherene of T; S fronts,then the ideal seond variable to be adveted should be one whose isolinesare everywhere orthogonal to isopynals in T; S spae. Suh a variableexists and has beome known as spiiness (Flament, 2002).Orthogonality means that we need to onstrut a funtion � satisfying� ��=�S��=�T � � � ��=�S��=�T � = 0:Sine � ���=�T��=�S � � � ��=�S��=�T � = 0;� and � are onneted through��=�S = ���=�T ��=�T = ��=�S:For dimensional onsisteny, T and S must appear in these expressionsin nondimensional form. With this in mind, we an onstrut a perfetdi�erential of �,d� = �� ���(T=T0)� d(S=S0) + � ���(S=S0)� d(T=T0); (1.2)
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Figure 1.3. T;S diagrams showing ispopynals referened to 2000m (solid) and two rendi-tions of linearized spiiness �0 (dashed). Left: �=-0.13 psu/ÆC; right: �=-0.26 psu/ÆC.whih upon integration yields the sought-after spiiness funtion �. Amultipliative or additive onstant an be inorporated into the de�ni-tion of � at will.The appearane of T0; S0 in (1.2) implies that orthogonality of � and� is not \universal" but rather a matter of saling. To visualize thisdependene, onsider two sets of orthogonal lines plotted in a T; S di-agram, one set representing � and one representing �. These lines losetheir orthogonality as soon as the diagram is strethed in one or theother diretion. The strething operation is equivalent to hanging T0and/or S0.The need in MICOM to reover T diagnostially from known valuesof � and S, and to do this in a noniterative fashion (iteratively obtainedsolutions tend to be unreliable in ill-posed problems), requires that theequation of state be approximated by a polynomial of at most 4th degreein T . The approximation traditionally used is of 3rd order in T and 1storder in S (Brydon et al., 1999):�(S; T ) = 1 + 2T + 3S + 4T 2 + 5ST + 6T 3 + 7ST 2: (1.3)Assuming that T; S are already nondimensionalized, it is easy to derivefrom this polynomial the di�erential expression (1.2) and integrate thelatter to obtain a polynomial expression for spiiness:�(S; T ) = �(2S + 24ST + 125S2 + 36ST 2 + 27S2T 2)++(3T + 125T 2 + 137T 3): (1.4)
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Figure 1.4. Vertial setion through the zonally averaged density �eld after a 100-year,global, oarse mesh integration of HYCOM fored by monthly limatology [mesh size 2Æ �os(lat:)℄. Colors highlight di�erenes in isopynal layer depth resulting from using twodi�erent � values, -0.26 psu/ÆC and 0. Blue/red: interfaes in �=-0.26 psu/ÆC run are atshallower/greater depth, respetively, than interfaes in � = 0 run.Reall that the goal of the present exerise is to advet buoyany-related properties in terms of the pair �; � instead of T; S. While om-puting �; � from T; S at the beginning of eah advetion step is trivial,the inverse, i.e., reovering T; S from the adveted �; � �elds by jointlysolving (1.3) and (1.4) in noniterative fashion seems impossible. Oneway to overome this obstale is to use a linear approximation of (1.4)as the seond adveted variable. Let us write this variable as�0 = S + �T (1.5)



14where � is a free parameter whih should be hosen to mimi the or-thogonality of � and � aross the T; S range enountered in the worldoean. Solving the oupled system (1.3),(1.5) for T; S, given � and �0,is no more ompliated than diagnosing T from (1.3), given � and S.The dashed lines in Fig. 1.3 show two hoies of �0 whih roughlyoptimize �{�0 orthogonality at high and low temperatures. The orre-sponding � values are -0.13 psu/ÆC and -0.26 psu/ÆC, respetively. (Notethat �0 is expressed here in salinity units.)The advantages of replaing �; S advetion by �; �0 advetion are dif-�ult to quantify, mainly beause the omplexities of the wind- andthermohaline-fored oean irulation make it hard to identify numeri-al solutions that are learly impated by errors resulting from advetingS and treating T as a diagnosti variable.Fig. 1.4 illustrates the extent to whih two HYCOM solutions, onebased on �; S advetion and one on �; �0 advetion using � = -0.26psu/ÆC, diverge during a global 100-year oarse-mesh global simulationfored by monthly limatology. In this �gure, the gap between isopynallayer interfaes in the two simulations is olored red or blue dependingon whether the interfaes in the �0-based solution are at a greater orshallower depth, respetively, than the orresponding interfaes in thereferene solution based on S advetion (� = 0). Fig. 1.4 shows thatthe use of spiiness leads to a very slight density inrease at low-tomid-latitudes (blue oloration), while density is seen to derease to asomewhat larger degree at high latitudes (red oloration).Di�erenes between a model run based on � = -0.13 psu/ÆC and theS-adveting referene run are roughly half as large as those shown inFig. 1.4.It is virtually impossible to judge whether the �; �0-based solutionrepresents an improvement over the �; S-based one. We are able to state,however, that the swith from S to �0 advetion indues muh smallerhanges (at least in this partiular experiment) than what is typiallyseen in 100-year experiments when surfae foring �elds or aspets ofmodel physis are hanged. This is a positive result, beause it indiatesthat the inreased robustness of the algorithm for diagnosing T fromthe two prognosti mass �eld variables is not ahieved at the prie ofenountering new potentially harmful model sensitivities.Perhaps the best evidene that adveting �0 instead of S leads toimproved model performane is seen in a multi-entury integration of aoupled oean-atmosphere model onsisting of HYCOM and the GISSatmospheri general irulation model. An early experiment based onthe traditional �; S-adveting version of HYCOM showed inidents ofanomalous ie growth ourring roughly one per entury (grey urve


